
Award-winning Mentalists & Psychic Entertainers;
Live & Virtual Shows

https://www.kmprod.com/the-evasons

Bio

"The kind of mental gymnastics that are done on this are unbelievable.
This act is so good ... I want them to be working forever and doing this
act everywhere. I can say this without any fear of contradiction - I have
never seen better at what you’re doing and it is just fabulous."

— Penn Jillette / Penn & Teller  ("Fool Us" appeareance / 2016)

Peers and fans alike recognize Jeff and Tessa Evason as the finest
mentalist duo in the world. As mentalists, their magic and telepathy act has
amazed audiences worldwide in over 30 countries and has been seen by
millions on television. Their act delivers amazement and laughter with their
phenomenal mind reading & ESP show. The highlight of the Evasons'
dynamic, fast-paced presentation is their unique display of two-person
telepathy. The Evasons were featured on Penn & Teller's "Fool Us" on Sept.
7, 2016. [morelink]

Show Description
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VIRTUAL EVENTS:

The Evasons (Jeff & Tessa) are currently offering up to a 30 minute virtual mind reading and
mentalism program. The setup and camera angles (stationary as well as roving) along with
professional lighting ensure that there is no possibility that Tessa is able to see or monitor the
activities offered to the guests. It offers much of the same surprise, awe, fascination and
audience entertainment as their live shows. Please contact us to discuss this virtual
entertainment program in more detail. 

LIVE EVENTS:

Entertainment That Defies Logic [morelink]

Laughter, Amazement and Pure Fascination! [morelink]

Let the Mind Games begin [morelink]

The $100,000 Challenge! [morelink]

The Perfect Fit For Your Successful Event [morelink]

The Evasons are represented by K&M Productions. To inquire about The Evasons' date
availability & booking The Evasons, contact us.
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